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 Hot Bollywood Beauty 8:30am, May 1. On YouTube there are so many “Pashto dramas,” but this one is different. Riaz Ahmad
Muhammad Khan is a singer and actor in Pakistan. Riaz Ahmad Muhammad Khan has an online presence on his website. He
has released two albums, and has been working as a music producer and actor since he was 16. In this edition of Glamorous

Femme Fatale, we give you a taste of what it’s like to interview Riaz. Glamorous Femme Fatale: A great singer who keeps his
personal life away from the world, but his Facebook page, Manners of the Deen, is open to public access. Why not a Pashto

drama that has come out of an email to you from a family member? Do you believe it’s true? Riaz: There are so many rumours
and so much gossip. Glamorous Femme Fatale: Where did you get the idea for your Pashto drama? Riaz: When I was in Dubai I
happened to be listening to a Pashto drama. It was a song that went like this: Woh Pishshay kon jayana mauka nahi mila [Part 1]
It was really sad and then at the end it said something like: Yar May Jawargar Day Pishshay kon jayana mauka nahi mila [Part
2] I liked the melancholy tone of the song and since I liked it so much I thought to myself, why not make a drama out of it? I
then researched how to make a Pashto drama and finally found a website called “Pashto Drama Channel” and contacted the

website owner to find out how to make a Pashto drama. Glamorous Femme Fatale: Your music is made in Pakistan. Is there a
Pashto language or a culture in Pakistan? Riaz: Pashto is a language of Afghanistan and Pakistan. It is the language of the

Pashtun people of Afghanistan and Pakistan. There is also a Pashto drama that is made in Pakistan and in Faisalabad. Pashto is
spoken in more than one part of Pakistan and Afghanistan. In terms of culture, the Pashtun people have been living in
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